Tennis Match Results
University of Chicago vs Claremont-Mudd-Scripps
Feb 22, 2020 at St. Peter, Minn.
(Swanson Tennis Center)

#2 Claremont-Mudd-Scripps 5, #4 University of Chicago 4

**Singles competition**

1. Nikolai Parodi (CMS) def. Xu, Joshua (UCM) 6-2, 6-4
2. Jack Katzman (CMS) def. Kerrigan, Erik (UCM) 7-5, 6-4
3. Das, Sachin (UCM) def. Nic Meister (CMS) 5-7, 6-4, 6-4
4. Yuan, Jeremy (UCM) def. Ian Freer (CMS) 6-3, 7-5
5. Guzhva, Alex (UCM) def. Robert Liu (CMS) 6-4, 6-1
6. Daniel Park (CMS) def. Rodriguez, Alejandro (UCM) 6-2, 6-3

**Doubles competition**

1. Kerrigan, Erik/Yuan, Jeremy (UCM) def. Ian Freer/Nikolai Parodi (CMS) 8-7
2. Jack Katzman/Robert Liu (CMS) def. Das, Sachin/Xu, Joshua (UCM) 8-6
3. Nic Meister/Daniel Park (CMS) def. Raclin, Tyler/Kim, Julius (UCM) 8-2

Match Notes:
University of Chicago 5-1; National ranking #4; Regional ranking #1
Claremont-Mudd-Scripps 9-0; National ranking #2; Regional ranking #1
Order of finish: Doubles (3,2,1); Singles (5,1,6,4,2,3)
2020 ITA DIII National Men's Team Indoor Championship Semifinal